Gl a zebrooK
Ta k e your hun ting
e x per ience to a not her
wor ld

Gl a zebrooK
Not for the faint hearted, Glazebrook is a vast
private estate of rugged natural beauty that will at
once challenge and inspire. Nothing can prepare
you for the Glazebrook hunting experience rugged and unspoilt, this isolated high country
station will simply take your breath away. This is
simply a hunter’s paradise.
You’ll hunt in an awe-inspiring wilderness that
time has forgotten and man has not fully explored.
A multitude of game abounds on the property.
Spot animals from afar before stalking in close
to the trophy of your choice. You’ll need to be
fit to track a roaring red stag or fallow buck on the
steep slopes. And you’ll need the utmost patience
to spot the wary chamois in the rocky basins
beneath the snow-clad mountain peaks.

Hunting at Glazebrook is an experience you’ll
never forget. And for those in search of the ultimate
trophy, our game estate offers over 3,000 acres
of extreme hunting, including red stag, elk and
fallow buck.
At the end of a hard days hunting relax in our
new lodge nestled into a steep slope high above
the headwaters of the Waiopahi River, and enjoy
gourmet meals and fine wine. Try your hand at
any of the outdoor activities on offer: fly-fishing,
field archery and target shooting, or simply
absorb the deafening sounds of utter silence.
Step back in time and enjoy hunting the way it used
to be.
Another piece of Poronui Hunting magic.

Glazebrook is home
to the headwaters
of the Waiopahi River,
that flows past the
Spy Valley satellitemonitoring facility,
and into the Marlborough
district, nourishing
some of the finest
sauvignon blanc vines
found anywhere in
the world.
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Red Stag | Highland red deer were originally
introduced to New Zealand from English parks
and the wild herds of Scotland. Each year from
March - July we take magnificent trophies, some
in excess of 400 SCI. The free-range red stags
at Glazebrook are representative of their breed,
and some excellent trophies can be taken.
Fallow Buck | Originally introduced from
Europe in 1864 to the neighbouring Nelson
area, the Glazebrook fallow herd yields some
exceptional bucks. An abundance of fallow roam
our high country hills and valleys. Hunt the
cunning bucks during the croak of late April or
take a meat animal at any time of the year.

Chamois | At home in the higher mountain
systems of Europe, chamois are carefully
protected. You need to be agile and fit to hunt
this stunningly beautiful creature, a challenging
trophy that is right at home on the steep slopes
of Glazebrook Station.
Arapawa Ram | The eccentric spiralling horns
of the wild Arapawa ram make a striking trophy.
These wild sheep are descended from a flock
of predominantly merino descent, that escaped
from early settlers on Arapawa Island in 1867,
and are a worthwhile addition to any hunt.
Other Game | Glazebrook hosts an abundance
of wild boar, goats, hares and game birds; while
brown trout are regularly taken from the ginclear Waiopahi River.

The dreaded rubberpiercing Speargrass or
Golden Spaniard plant
has excessive spininess
- a defence against
browsing animals,
which in pre-human
New Zealand would
have been the moa but now includes deer,
chamois, Arapawa sheep
and wild goats.
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